Powering an Unforgettable
Tour Experience

M A R I N E
Customer Solutions

CUSTOMER:
ADVENTURE BOUND ALASKA
POWER SYSTEM:
2 Volvo Penta D11-510 Engines
VESSEL TYPE:
Tour Boat
LOCATION:
Juneau, AK
DATE:
Summer 2016

For visitors to Juneau, Alaska, the opportunity to cruise through the
Tracy Arm Fjord and see the Sawyer Glacier is a once in a lifetime
opportunity.
To help these visitors and residents alike

hours – meaning longer uninterrupted tours for

experience the natural beauty of Juneau,

passengers.

Adventure Bound Alaska takes adventure

Having worked with Pacific Power Group in the

seekers out onto the water to get up close

past to power previous vessels, Weber entrusted

and personal with these amazing natural
spectacles using their fleet of powerful tour
boats.

the Pacific Power Group Marine team to refit
the Ocean Endeavor with Volvo Penta Engines
capable of taking on the waters of Alaska.
To enhance the day-to-day reliability and

With a growing number of adventurers seeking

operation of the Ocean Endeavor, PPG provided

to come on board to experience the waters

Volvo Penta D11-510 engines that maximize the

of Juneau, Adventure Bound Alaska added a

boats ability to offer full-day tours. These Volvo

new vessel, the Ocean Endeavor to expand the

Penta engines are engineered to reach faster

company’s capacity to offer awesome day-long

sustained speeds which make the day-long trips –

tours. In order to meet the grueling demands of

often as long as 140 nautical miles - stress-free.

daily tours out on the waters, Steve Weber
– the owner of Adventure Bound Alaska –
elected to repower the Ocean Endeavor
with Volvo Penta marine engines from
Pacific Power Group.
There were a few key factors that
Weber considered when he was looking
for the perfect engines for the Ocean
Endeavor: reliability, uptime and greater power
availability. These factors would allow his new
vessel to accelerate faster and operate for longer

The engines are renowned for their long
life-span and long service intervals, meaning
that Adventure Bound Alaska is free to offer their
awe-inspiring glacier tours without worry of an
engine malfunction.
These engines will be essential in accommodating
the 33 percent increase in passengers predicted
for Adventure Bound Alaska, and providing a way
to take passengers to see sights that they will never
forget.

